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8TH ERA (2150 – 2101 BC): 8TH SIGN ARIES “FAITH IN JESUS IS WEAK”
STAR PROPHECY

The Hebrew name for the sign is Taleh: “The
Lamb”.
The bright star in the head is El Natik: “Slain”
which the Arabs called Hamal: “Sheep”.
Another star in the head area is Sheratan: “The
Wounded”. These names identify this sign with
Jesus Christ, the Lamb of God slain from the
foundation of the world.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Aries is a time of little faith. Abram needed constant
reassurance and visions to believe. Sarai gave up
hope in child-bearing. Lot said goodbye to the
doubters. Hagar mocked Sarai. Ishmael mocked
Isaac. But God was faithful and provided great signs:
Sodom & Gomorrah, birth of Isaac in Sarah’s old age.
2139 BC Abram & Sarai & Lot arrive in Canaan
21xx BC Severe famine: Abram sojourns in Egypt

This lamb is slain, but He is not dead, He is alive!
This can only be the resurrected Christ. His front
legs stand upon (resist) the ‘Band’ of Pisces.

21xx BC Abram & Lot separate: Lot to plains Jordan

The Sun passes just under the feet of Taleh.
Beneath Taleh in submission, is Leviathan the
powerful sea serpent (signifying evil schemes
operating unseen behind seats of power).

21xx BC Melchizedek blesses Abram: God makes
covenant with Abram with torch: renamed Abraham

Perseus is above Taleh to the left. Perseus
stands holding a severed head in one hand and a
great sword in the other.
Cassiopeia is above Taleh on the right. She is the
righteous Bride enthroned in heaven who only
has eyes for her beloved Taleh.

21xx BC Abram & 300 men defeat 4 kings: saves Lot

2129 BC Sarah gives up hope of childbearing: offers
Hagar to Abraham who lustily enjoys her; Hagar
despises her mistress; Hagar is cast out (1st); returns.
2128 BC Ishmael is born:
2115 BC Sodom & Gomorrah
2114 BC Isaac is born
2113 BC Ishmael mocks Isaac; Hagar is cast out (2nd)
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